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Abstract

This thesis is an attempt to investigate the notion of tempo-spatiality
in architecture1 and the architectural discourse. Across many discip-
lines, from Art to Theoretical Science and Theology, the topic of Time
and Space and its complex and multi-dimensional characteristics
underpins the very fundamental structure and human perception of
reality. The thesis focuses on contributing our understanding of the
ontological and epistemological formation of Time-Space by exam-
ining the current discourses and various perspectives from selected
academic and cultural backgrounds.

This thesis is organised into five chapters. Part one presents the
overall research scope and general perspective of the investigation. A
brief introductory notation for each key sub-topic will be laid out to
illustrate key points. 

Part two, reviews the current discourses on the topic critically
reviewed in order to create a platform for discussion. In this part,
various relationships and views on Time-Space are highlighted both
ontologically and epistemologically. 

Differences amongst various theoretical sciences and philosophi-
cal perspectives on the topic will also be discussed. During this discus-
sion the thesis will develop, self-scrutinise, elaborate and demonstrate
ideas through dialectic methodology. This chapter will attempt to strip
down the multidisciplinary nature of the architectural discussion.

1. For the purpose of this thesis, Architecture is put forward to be a genre of Art in
general. Architecture here is treated as both performance and material art.
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Therefore, exploring key fundamental elements of architectural per-
ception, time and space.

Part three takes tempo-spatial interpretations and skills devel-
oped from previous chapters into a design practice. Historical signifi-
cance of the site influences the design and its negotiation with the
current status enriches its meaningfulness.

Part four is the conclusion. Theoretical interpretations and their
physical transformation as design manifestation are critically reflected
upon in light of Ontology, Epistemology and other relevant fields of
theories. 

Part five comprises of additional findings and discoveries that
were useful and critical to the development of overall formation of this
thesis.
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Introduction

“Live your life, Live NOW,” and "DEATH means I have lived"2 does
not seem to be a simple matter when one questions current under-
standing of Time and Space and our perceptions of such
phenomenon.3

This thesis attempts to investigate the notion of tempo-spatiality
as an extension of time and space in Architecture. and to contribute
any knowledge gain through this process of inquisition into Architec-
tural discourse. The notion of time and space is assumed to contain
both the disciplines of Art and Science; ranging from theology to
theoretical science and from the esoteric to academic knowledge. For
such a vast topic, this thesis will centralize its discourse in architecture
with supports  drawn from  the other disciplines.

Let us agree with Kant a second that Space and Time is the funda-
mental priory of the human perception4. That is, Time and Space is
what came before, therefore underpin all perceivable reality.5 There-

2. The first time I have come across this quote, was from the episode 4 of the TV
series 'Humans'.

3. Oxford Dictionary definition;
space-time |speɪsˈtʌɪm| noun [ mass noun ] Physics
the concepts of time and three-dimensional space regarded as fused in a four-
dimensional continuum. the curvature of space-time. [ as modifier ] : the space-
time continuum.

4. Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, ed. Paul Guyer and Allen W. Wood
(Cambridge University Press, 1998).

5. In here, reality is not an exclusive terminology as defined in Oxford Dictionary -
"the state of things as they actually exist, as opposed to an idealistic or notional
idea of them." This term, in this thesis connotes a much broader meaning which
embraces not only physical things that exists(as defined in Oxford Dictionary), but
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fore, by viewing time and space in a different light can result in a
different view on the reality. 

A question persists then about how plausible the current dis-
course on Time and Space is, whether it is a truthful reflection of our
perception of reality or is it  reality itself. 

Does time only flow in one direction or does it flow at all? 6. Is
space only an emitter of sensation? 7 Is then our feeling a response to a
spatial condition? How is sensation or feeling contextualized in the
realm of time and space or of any assumed reality? What does this
mean for us to understand reality or many realities? How can this
enrich the meaning of Architectonic time and space? 

We need first to make a list of assumptions to be able to set the
course of our discussion underway. We can assume that time-space
and reality are of the same notion.8 From here, we can deduce that our
reaction as sensations are mere reflections of time or that of space. 

This thesis endeavors to expand our ontological and epistemologi-
cal understanding of time and space, in this case the understanding of

also epistemological activities of our mind and thoughts, which inevitably alters the
perception of physical reality, and its altered unique reflection of the reality. 

6. We assume here that Time and Space is aspect of one thing that is the same. It is
similar to that of two sides of coin. The expression of flowing is used to define
fluidity of time and space. This is epistemological perspective on viewing time and
space.

7. A perspective of viewing a space as s primary causation for our perception of
reality. This will be further elaborated in the chapter "Imagined Space."

8. Time and space is the makeup of what we we perceive reality to be.

Opening
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our reality. It is assumed here that the primary essence of Architecture
as a discipline is that of space and time or space as time or any notion
of space, therefore, necessary to carryout this interrogation.

One of the primary sources of this thesis is derived from the
teachings of the 5th century philosopher Wonhyo, a central figure in
Korean Buddhism. As a direct descendant of Wonhyo, his principles
whetted my appetite and enthusiasm on the matter. What is promi-
nent for me in his teaching is the paradox and conflicts inherent
within Time and Space and our perceptions of reality. Wonhyo's
teaching on “One mind,” introduces the idea of the "state of looking at
all things without a discriminating thought." This helps the thesis’
endeavor deeper into the ontological roots of Time and Space.

To even attempt to deconstruct the notion of time and space may
take various lifetimes. This thesis will focus on the multiple perspec-
tives that construct our perceptions (feelings, sensations).9 The idea is
not to recreate a metaphysical truth of time and space but rather
revoking what is currently construed as metaphysical truth of time and
space and offer an alternative perspective. 

This thesis will reflect on various cultural arrangements of space
and time, therein, informing those human culture's epistemological
understanding. Projecting these cultural differences will draw out
more clarity into the panoptic understanding of the topic.

The backbone of this thesis is constructed with the ontological
perspective of reality. This way of interrogation focuses on the matter

9. We can all sum these up as 'conscious'
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at hand rather than other methods or instruments used to enquire into
the topic. The thesis will also attempt to incorporate and reflect on the
current dominating theory of the Scientific notion of Spacetime. Its
primary pursuit of pure scientific logic along with the treatment of
human phenomena as secondary nature provides parallel companion-
ship therefore revealing critical hints for the progress of the thesis.

The general outline of the thesis will be organized as following.
Part One: Opening, this will inform the reader's overall scope of the
thesis to establish boundaries before entering the main body of text.
Introduction herein, illustrates the concepts researched along with its
perspectives. 

Part Two: Interpretation is organized in segments of interpreta-
tions raised from the previous research conducted. Segmentation and
categorization is necessary to critically raise arguments by isolating
each special nature of the topic, although the overall intention of the
thesis attempts to see time and space as a holistic approach. 

Each segments of interpretations is integrated with the discus-
sions of the relevant current discourses, ranging from West to East
including Pacific Moana notion of time and space. The main body of
the thesis will lightly address the following.

◦ the Euclidian space and time axis; Einstein Spacetime and general
theory of relativity; Stephen Hawking’s big-bang theory; Kant’s
critique of pure reason; Martin Heidegger of being and time; and
Sigfreid Giedion’s addition of time in understanding Architecture.

◦ Pacific concepts include, Maori Wā; Albert Refiti’s Samoan Vā;
and the Tongan Ta-Va theory of reality.

Opening
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◦ The Korean concept is mainly related to Korean Buddhism
(Specifically Wonhyo’s work). 

◦ Japanese concepts include, Zen Buddhism (specifically Zen Bud-
dhist monk Dogen’s work), and Arata Isozaki’s Ma-Ku and its
related work. 

These theories are predominantly described in short and inte-
grated as part of developments for varying interpretations. Depending
on its significance, detailed explanations are followed by either foot-
note caption or appendix. Key ideas of each topic are organized as
follows; 

◦ Imagined space:
The chapter primarily question the notion of physical space as 
primal causation of human sensation. The chapter attempts to 
deconstruct physical space into temporal spatial elements from 
the ordinary perception of space that is assumed to govern us.. 

◦ Time-Space, Time:
The chapter will take one aspect of time-space, that is time. It 
attempts to view it as a fundamental separator for all things in the
world. The ultimate definer (that defines things into perceivable 
forms) of all things. 

◦ Time, Tempo:
Epistemological view of time. The chapter will discuss a notion of 
tempo, specifically human perception of time which is an accumu-
lation of experiences rather than homogenous scientific time. 

◦ Form, Time and Space:
The chapter  discusses the notion of form under the influence of 
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Ta-Va theory of reality and Buddhism. Form is fluid and temporal
yet essential for human intelligibility. 

◦ Reconstituted space
This chapter will expand a notion of space as a highly trans-
forming temporal status by examining its defining elements, time.

◦ Embellishment
This chapter will explore the notion of embellishment, a special 
character of time. Only through embellishment, a form can be 
defined therefore be understood.

◦ In-between, gap:
As 'tempo' an experiential accumulation of time unique to us, the 
human, gap is therefore a  physical dimension of space. This 
chapter will look into various cultural references searching for the 
notion of 'in-between' in creation myths. 

◦ Death and the decaying of space and time:
The chapter will discuss relationships between materiality and 
human perception under the influence of tempo-gap world view.

◦ Conflict; Two sides of a coin and the coin itself:
This chapter will explore the sheer power of conflict between 
dualities in perception within time and space.

◦ Emptiness:
Following a teaching of Buddhism, 'emptiness' is coined to illus-
trate highly transforming phenomena of the world in itself. It has 
also influenced traditional planning of buildings in Korea and 
Japan. 

Opening
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◦ Bridges Deduction, Resonance:
The chapter is an inquisition of in-between space between indi-
viduals. The necessity of deduction in communication and its 
inevitability of mis-communication with an understanding of the 
theory that all matters are 'isolated' within their own time.

◦ Activated space:
Karanga, Maori calling. Occasion transforms experience of a 
space. Similarly present-time is in constant intersection with 
one's past. This chapter looks into the force of transformation in 
respect to the special nature of time and space. 

◦ Exile and Nostalgia:
This chapter is in search of the inaugurate moment of space and 
time under epistemic perception. Various cultural notions of exile 
and nostalgia and their implications are freely explored.

Part Three titled “You and I,” will collectively connect segments
of the critical questions that were addressed in part two of the thesis.
Through design, interpretations are engaged within desired specifics
of Architectural discourse. 

The current architectural design tends to reside in the either end
of extremes, the liberal abstraction and utter conformists to worldly
limitations. It was of a great importance for the aim of the thesis
design that it challenges to find a balanced ground between these two
extremes. 

The design practice of the thesis primarily explores the notion of a
garden in the urban context of Auckland city. The significant attention
was given to the Japanese Zen garden during the design process which
provide an immense opportunity to express conflicts and nostalgic
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notions between ideas. Due to the nature of the design investigation,
that is urban garden, the focus of the design lies mainly on exteriority
and arrangements of elements and ideas. Thus the interiority of a
building is resolved in a suggestive manner that illustrates the possible
use of the internal area yet does not imply the fixed and finalized
proposal as such.

In part four, conclusion, theoretical interpretations and their
physical transformation as design manifestations are critically
reflected under the light of Ontology, Epistemology and other relevant
fields of theories. The unifying theme of the thesis will then be pre-
sented in the conclusion along with its self-critique for further
development.

Opening
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Part 2: Interpretations
Architectonic Time



Fig.1: Early sketch. Challenging perspective and deductions.
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Interim

But, first, they say, there was only the Creator, Taiowa. All else was end-
less space, Tokpela. There was no beginning and end, time, shape, and
life in the mind of Taiowa the Creator.10

The clause in itself is neither exclusively temporal nor spatial. It
manifests as a balancing act within time and space, its nature highly
transforming. Words that we decisively use, including time and space,
are epistemological conventions of human perception.

Reality is conceived to be a concrete dimensions of time and
space.11 Tempo and gap, specific modes of time and space, are con-
structed as an accumulation of experience from the repetitiveness of
time and space. It is unique individual condition and reference point
of oneself.

10. Waters, Book of the Hopi.

Creation myth of Hopi. This is also referenced by Edward Casey in 'Faith of place.'

11. Okusitino, “The Poetics of Exile”; Mahina, “TA, VA, AND MOANA: TEMPORAL-
ITY, SPATIALITY, AND INDIGENEITY”; Mahina, “Art as Ta-Va Time-Space
Transformation Mahina.”

Interim
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Fig.2: Phantom limb
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Imagined Space

Sensation governs one’s experience of space. The supremacy of a
sensation in experiencing a space is so ordinary that the effect often
goes unnoticed or is subconscious. Generally speaking, one can utter
that initial feeling of a space comprising of a combination of experi-
enced sensations from phenomenal objects, personally and collectively
accumulated through lifetime, forms immediate expected sensation of
the Architectonic space. Its true nature reveals itself to be so con-
crete, it almost upsets us when a subject space does not comply with
the immediate expected-sensation. It opted one's intervention to
yield a more pleasurable sensation. 

Yet the nature of an expected-sensation lies within a much more
complicated two-way communication between mind and a subject.

Is this initial feeling of a space, or expected sensation of a space,
really a truthful sensation of a space? Or at least truthful readings of a
relationship we have with space? One way communication needs
questioning. Here an emitter-receptor relationship implies as the
space to be static emitter of embedded sensations, and the human
being as the receptor of this sensation. 

But how can this be so? With our eyes closed, does a space and its
sensation remain the same? Similarly, does water taste the same after
you know that it is dirty as Wonhyo elaborated in his story?12 If a

12. Jeong et al., Master Wonhyo.

Wonhyo's story of his enlightenment. 
This principle is often described as a ťţŢţ. 

“When a thought arises, all dharmas (phenomena) arise, and when a thought

Imagined Space
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space, or a cup of water, comprises of unchanging combinations of
elements emitting an expected-sensation intelligible to us, shouldn’t it
be the same sensation that we receive regardless of acquired additio-
nal information ? 

The mind actively intervenes a space. No space is static and
remains the same within human intelligibility. Its democratic relation-
ship between mind and space ultimately forms a sensation of a space.
In here, a physical space becomes less of an emitter of sensations,
more of a receptacle that contributes, underpinning the overall forma-
tion of the sensation, a platform. In a medical condition called, Phan-
tom limb, a patient with amputated limb can feel their limb as if it still
exists. (Fig.2) It is in its extremest, yet this exemplifies the domination
of the mind over a physical matters.

Expected-sensation of a physical space can be communicated and
shared yet its uniqueness remains within the individual. Its singular-
ity only marginally conveyed to others. The unique expected-sensa-
tions embodied in a space are, therefore, arrayed next to each other.13

disappears, the shelter and the tomb are as one.”

Please refer to Appendix "Drinking Water from a Skull." 

13. Dōgen, The Heart of Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō.

Please also see chapter Time-Space for further definition for ‘arrayed next to each
other.’ See p.18
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Time-space, Time

Cartesian and Newtonian14 concept of time have deeply dominated
modern science and art. Einstein's theory of relativity and Stephen
Hawking's Big-Bang theory and modern physics later shifted the
relationship between time and space. Although some partial theory
have proven wrong, such as Einstein's, its general notion of time and
space as a continuum is carried on and continuously developing.

So far, time as a western concept15 appears to flow from past to
present to future16 and its rate of flow is generally considered univer-
sal. However; when one discusses experiences, a question arises.

“When you think of a 'past', when are you?”17 

Under an overwhelmingly tangible feeling of a 'present', where
does the 'past' lie when experiencing the present? and where does the
'future' lie in this spectrum? Is this all-intertwined? nature of 'present'
is all there is NOW? Does Architectonic time, or let alone a sensation
of time, follow simply that of Cartesian and Newtonian notions qua

14. Developed by Descartes and Newton, both of theories are categorized classical
physics. The system defines coordinates by means of three axis of x-y-z.

15. time |tʌɪm| noun1 [ mass noun ] the indefinite continued progress of existence
and events in the past, present, and future regarded as a whole: travel through
space and time | one of the greatest wits of all time. Extracted from Oxford
dictionary

16. This lineal perception of time have dominated the way we think and conduct
ourselves. It is how we perceive our reality. This nature of time often is called 'Ar-
row of Time.'

17. Upon considering phenomenological time as non-linear entity, the notion of
present become obscured, thus the determination of 'when' blurred.

Time-space, Time
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modality of single directional flow? Therefore, has a past gone and will
never return? Will a future be continuously coming and never be
present? 

Think of the petrichor emanating from fresh rain after a long
drought. Memories from yesterday-time 'past' immediately become
present-time, 'now'. Present-time is therefore intersected and inter-
vened by the unique past of an individual. The past of an individual is
bright and their future is dark. Or, the past of the individual has been
illuminated and their future has yet to be brought to light.

The uniqueness of the past, lies only within the individual. It is
just bright enough for others to sense yet never be fully communi-
cated, and constantly constitutes a unique NOW. My 'now' and your
'now' therefore will only converge yet never be identical. Our struggle
to converge sets us further apart.18

Nietzsche and Dōgen have the same weight to their search. Both
uttered that the whole world is made up of arrays of individual's pro-
jections and is not in each others way.19 As grass exists separately from
stone. Grass-time would go by differently then that of stone similarly
to your time and my time. Locke investigated this matter and coined

18. "I would like to see the exeter library as seen by other eyes. 
I want to be surprise by it"

Louise Kahn's monologue about his design of the building, Exeter library in New
Hampshire, expresses disconnection between times between individuals.

Blackwood, Louis Kahn. 

19. Dōgen, The Heart of Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō.; Nietzsche, Human, All-Too-Human.
(Parts One and Two) (Parts One and Two).

Interpretations
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the notion, "array of this world of isolation."20 

“Is a cherry red? Or light reflected from its surface is visible to us
in red?”21 Or do all agree to give the red coloured sensation the name
red so that we are temporarily unified in the momentary present. Does
it really matter at all that the cherry is red?

Present-time, NOW, attempts to temporarily release our pain of
separation. Climaxing with elation is temporal and follows in the same
order. Can anyone, then, have the same time-experience? In this time-
space22, objects befit natural, conventional, and four dimensional
coordinates similar to that of Giedion’s contribution to Modern archi-
tectural perspective, coordinate of x-y-z-t.23 

Objects are illuminated24 only on the side that is experienced and
known to individuals, that is, sensations intelligible to us. (Fig.3)
Therefore, the cherry illuminated by human light has red colour and

20. Gaarder, Sophie’s world. p.263.

21. Sorensen, A Brief History of the Paradox. Location.2294 of 3542.

22. Distinction to be made between spacetime and Time-space. Spacetime describes
current discourse on scientific relationship between time and space. Time-space in-
dicates phenomenological, experiential perspective of the relationship between
time and space. 

23. Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture.

Overall, Giedion did not answer the question of space-time in a manner of giving
clear definition and implications of the topic. Science around this era have taken to
the mainstream when art remained one foot behind, except for the work of
modernism. The main question of ‘time’ was more or less swept under the carpet,
prematurely still as a lineal and a chronological concept. Space became dominant
in texts and becomes the popular term.

24. This does not mean physical act of illumination. Rather, it is analogical sense of
light which denotes all senses that is intelligible to human-beings. 

Time-space, Time
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sweet taste. To expand the thought for example, a cherry illuminated
within me has a faint residual smell of Christchurch orchard from the
summer of 2007.

Many cherries therefore are arrayed onto a cherry, all equally near
and tangible yet separate. Even during a moment of tasting, the cherry
and ourselves become physically nearer, yet perceiving each other only
through our own perception. Epistemologically, time isolates and
separates us from each other.    

If we cannot see, hear, taste, feel, and smell, would time still exist?
Or does time exists with or without these senses?

Time, in time-space, is epistemologically both sensational and
experiential. Illuminated by experience and thoughts, resembling light
striking 35mm film, an object appears within arrayed individual’s
universe for the first time. Present, in time-space, is a platform of
receptacle where all illuminated sensations reside on top of each other,
regardless of their chronological order of the conventional arrow of
time25. Forms26 emerge from this illuminated past projected on the
platform of present.

25. Greene, The Fabric of the Cosmos.

This term coined by Dr. Greene illustrates a characteristics of Time and its
directional flow. Classical and Modern physics. 

26. Ta-Va extrapolate Forms are abstract dimension of time. This is as far as form of
sentences, buildings, form in formal dinner etc.

Also refer to the chapter 'Form, time and space.'
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Fig.3: Illuminated world
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Fig.4: Illuminated world
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Time, Tempo

Phenomenological time of a person exists with one's own illuminated
contents, which are collected throughout one's past. It is constantly
projected on the platform of present-time. A person's projection of
present-time is therefore a conglomerate of transcended particles from
past experiences. The gap between different times, such as the differ-
ence between you and I, therefore only grows bigger as time goes by.27

It is distinct from an Ontological view of time or a Scientific perspec-
tive of time, yet inseparable.

Are we simply the victim of scientific time which flows homoge-
neously and measured by entropy of particles that ever existed? The
word 'time' originates from the Old English, meaning of rise and fall of
the sea, or tide.28 This temporal repetition constructs a tempo, a gen-
eral sense of flow of time. 

27. In traditional sense of flowing time. In time-space, things remain within platform
of present, simply transcended its forms. Historical events, once happens, dis-
persed as particle somewhere remain its existence simply transformed therefore
transcend itself to some other forms. Single event from a historic point disbursed
more and more and at one point, disappears. It is similar thought of atoms and
molecules re-used, transforms and transcended. Ontological time therefore is sim-
ilar to that of atoms.

28. Time: Old English tima (related to tid "time," see tide), from Proto-Germanic 
*timon, from Proto-Indo-European *di- "cut up, divide."

Tide: Old English tid "point or portion of time, due time," from Proto-German-
ic *tidis, from Proto-Indo-European base *di- "divide, cut up." Meaning "rise and 
fall of the sea" (1340) is probably from Middle Low German getide or from the 
earlier notion of "fixed time."

Time, Tempo
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Fig.5: Aerial view of ocean tide splitting the ground in half.
Image curtesy of Auckland Council GIS
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The height of the tide provide temporal reference points with the
low tide setting the duration of the gap i.e. space in between. This
constant lashing or 'beating'29 of the land by the ocean surface allows
the formation of tides to be visible therefore comprehensible.30 One
could say that the natural 'time' originates from the tempo of the
ocean's rise and fall. (Fig.5)

In stark contrast to the modern take on the flow of time,31 tempo32

develops constantly alongside with one's projection on the platform of
present-time.33 

Tempo is not a homogeneous flow of time, yet it is rather a layer
or lens through which one interprets and evaluates time. From an
experience of shortened time when one engaged in intense activity to
experiences of seizure patients who often witness unnatural time-
warp,34 tempo and time does not always share its common flow. Time

29. Word 'beating' is adapted from traditional Tongan (or some other pacific language)
word 'tatau' from the sound of beating during a performance of tattooing. (personal
conversation with Semisi) Similar notion can be found from Chinese letter, Ũ
meaning 'beating' is also from combinations of word Ť (hand, which transforms
into?) and�(sound, which transforms into*). Use of word beating is therefore
appropriate when discussing a demarkation by temporal repetition.

30. Ta-Va theory of reality

31. That is, both Newtonian Physics of constance Time as well as Modern physics of
spacetime. Under general human habitable circumstances Time differs in negli-
gible amount. 

32. I put 'tempo' as a replacement word for "experiential time-perception" for easier
distinction from homogeneous scientific flow of time.

33. Rhythms that has been accumulated throughout one's past experiences accumu-
lated from the birth affects person's innate 'tempo.' Repetition from the beating of
mother's heart, rising and setting of the Sun, and sound of breathing. sound of foot
steps. 

34. Robson, “Neuroscience.”

Time, Tempo
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proceeds tempo from the world-in-itself yet cannot be separated from
individuals' experience of time. For us, an objective measure of time
only emerges with its meaning, followed by and viewed through each
unique layer of 'tempo' of individuals. 

To expand, the notion can be examined under the fields of natural
and social areas. The fluidity of tempo of individuals and their conflict
with external stimuli, suggests interpretations for underlying potency
of new encounters. Footsteps, for example on a journey, contrasts
event so slightly to what we are used to, often leaves us feeling alien-
ated from that particular place. Sudden reverberation change when
entering a cathedral is also related to the change of a temporal nature
of a space.35

In neurological science, patients with brain injury often reports strange behaviour
of time.

35. Uniqueness of repetitive events on each region underlies individual's perception of
time belongs to that area. There are natural universal repetition such as sunrise/
sunset, yet much more uniqueness i.e. rainy/dry seasons; High/low tides; light and
dark; hurricane cycle. Each culture is its own manifestation of the way to accom-
modate this region specific repetitions, which influences its tempo back to its mem-
bers of the region

Interpretations
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Fig.6: Arrow of time and accumulated tempo
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Fig.7: English Sentence. Form and Intelligibility
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Form, time and space

Epistemological time exists within individual dimensions, as previ-
ously described as tempo, bounded by bodies. It grows in parallel yet
separately with a world-in-itself, that is ontological time. It transcends
the scientific notion of the arrow of time that is flowing in one direc-
tion from past to present towards the future.36  (Fig.6)

Present-time of the epistemological time never consists solely of
present-time itself yet is always interwoven with the individual's
accumulated tempo. It exists perpendicular to the plane of scientific
present and slices through 'what was' and 'what is.'

In order for us to understand something, it has to be contained
within a 'form'. A form that one can understand. An English sentence
for example is an intelligible form and its content subsumed within.37,
without a form, information are scrabbled. Without temporal marking,
form cannot emerge and distinguished.  (Fig.7)

36. Dogen also utters in his writing Uji(��,Being-time), rather then a separate entity
that flows from past, present to future, time itself is a being and it is constant 'swal-
lowing' between past and present depending on a person's mind.

37. Ta, that is time, as an abstract level of a form and Va, that is space, as an abstract
level of content. Please also refer to main tenets of Ta-Va theory of reality in ap-
pendix p.129
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Relationships between forms as we understand tend to be multi-
faceted, oscillating and epistemic,38 as intelligibility presumes 'our'
understanding of matters, which is human quality. Conglomerations
of particles patterns, caused by occasional markings of time are called
by a name, matter. This temporal varying density in matter combined
with our senses and their limitations, helps us form an understanding
of time and space, that is tempo and gap.

38. Epistemic for it is generally a matter of perspectives and interpretations of human
being.
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Fig.8: Temporal gatherings of elements defining 'space'
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Reconstituted space

I saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set him free.39

Matter rises and falls as time passes. A wall is constructed and demol-
ished. Space in-between the wall emerges and disappears. These cycle
of rise and fall, unity of space are intact in its entirety, yet constantly
transforming between different status. In Korean traditional architec-
ture, a building is to be built from nothingness.40 The construction of
wall has to be always in conversation with its pervious state, that is�
(nothingness). The breathing of a house towards the outside paired
with mixture of heaviness and lightness of materials also addresses
this aspect.41 Under this fluent understanding of time and space, space
appears to be a temporal gatherings of matters, which are destined to
be dispersed into nothingness. (Fig.8)

39. Quote by Michelangelo. Description of his working process or subtraction.
Lewis, Michelangelo’s World. p7 Introduction.

40. Build from nothing. That is�(mu, in Korean). This letter means both 'nothing' or
'neither yes or no.' Dr. Kang. asserts Phonic of the sound Mu is from Sanskrit 'si-
lence.' मौन

41. This is also visible in Traditional Japanese architecture. 

Reconstituted space
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Fig.9: Reconstituted Space. A constant transforming between appearance and
disappearance.
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From this perspective, even a highly built up environment has to
be seen as a returning process towards its empty form. Thus empty
space is in its purist form at the same time, its most dirtiest form filled
with multi-dimensionality. Depending on the hand of a sculptor, the
fate of defined space is temporarily determined. The nature of a gap
therefore lies in this constant flickering between appearance and
disappearance. (Fig.9)

Subtraction methods of sculptors or architects,42 from the sense of
a preconceived art work within a dense solid that encapsulated which
pre-existed prior to its realization, is not a polar opposite methodology
compared to an additive traditional approach to a building, but shares
the same similarities. 

42. Sculpting in general is subtraction methodology of 'carving out' from solid. Some
architectural works, especially works of Portuguese architect, Aires Mateus are in-
tensely involved with this method of subtraction.

Reconstituted space
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Fig.10: Korean Moon Jar
Image curtesy of �¢Į(Bonchang Goo)
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Embellishment

If you can name the fault of a man, you precisely describe them, it is
that imperfection shows that a person is charming and wonderful.43

Because of its imperfect form the perfect being that we suppose, or
that of Plato's Idea of all beings44, we can recognize it and value it. For
example Buddhas who have become enlightened are perfect human
being. They are the counter part of a Platonic Idea of a human being.
With little differences throughout the world, they are modeled to be
impossible to recognize from one to the other.45 

These markings embellishes a dailiness of life, forming noticeable
differences that one can revisit.46 Making of a Korean jar illustrates the
special character of time. The continuous 'beatings' or 'impressions' by
an artist forming the jar from a lump of clay is concrete manifestation
of the defining character of time.  (Fig.10)

When looking at the traditional art of Tattooing, from the pacific
cultural perspective, the ‘beating’ of time draws a line that is intelligi-
ble to us. It is a marking of time and this collection of markings which
creates form that is intelligible to us. These markings of time bridges
past and present. Marking allows us to experience and visualize what
has happened before, but also occupies the present time on the same
plane.

43. From Joseph Campbell  "Thomas Mann's Tonio Kroeger (Spotify)

44. Plato, Cooper, and Hutchinson, Complete Works.

45. Joseph Campbell., Individual's imperfections, are all stripped out from the process
of becoming a Buddha. He or she is no longer considered individual but become
ideal human being. 

46. Didion, The Year of Magical Thinking. p27
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Fig.11: The Creation of Adam
Image curtesy of Erzalibillas/Michelangelo
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In-between, gap

In-between space and its force of tension played a significant roll in
many cultures creation myths, Amerindian, Korean, Japanese and
Maori.47 To a varying degrees, if one can speak of their similarity, it
would be their depiction of world creation as a division of the world
from its state of unity. The gap is a source of creation, its nature,
conflicting, powerful and filled with tension. The gap, a human sensa-
tion of space, is the fundamental priory of our perception of the world.
As tempo, the human perception of time, accumulates throughout
their past, the gap defined by tempo also accumulates and transforms. 

In speaking of tensions between elements, it is essential to visit a
Japanese Zen garden. The word 'Zen' derives from the Japanese pro-
nunciation of the Chinese letter : /Chán, which derived from the
Sanskrit word dhyāna/ध्यान, it roughly translates to 'meditative state.'
Careful selection of rocks and their positioning is an act of imitating
Nature at a superficial level. In an abstract level, however, a garden is
reduced to a series of immense interplay between elements. In its core,
it is an orchestration of gaps between elements.

47. Amerindian culture is a word coined by Anthropologist, indicating American Indi-
an culture. This given example is mainly from Hopi yet throughout whole of amer-
indian culture this "opening of world" is ubiquitous.

Korean creation myth: Cheonjiwang Bonpuri, in short, there was one world and
divided into two as one was heavy and another was lighter than the gap. See
appendix for partial text (Korean only).

Japanese myth: Ainu creation myth. Creation god sends a water Wagtail to split
watery world to create habitable space. This notion of the creation by dividing
earth is prominent throughout East and Amerindian culture.

Maori myth: Story of Rangi and Papa. Forest God Tane split apart ultimate union
of his parents, Rangi and Papa. 

In-between, gap
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Fig.12: Zen garden
Image curtesy of  Fricke, Baraka.

Fig.13: Word Ma.
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In the Japanese sense of space, Ma(�) is described as a sense of
place. It is not a sense formed by a composition of elements, yet it is a
sense that takes place in the mind of the subject who experiences these
elements.48 It is a subjective sense of space which emerges during the
process of comparing between the subjects' accumulated sense of
space and the physical space that lies in front. 

Additionally, linguistic reference from Germanic route, as Boll-
now argues, coins the notion that the meaning of space did not exist
per se, yet accumulated by human activity.49 

Looking at the letter Ma(� ), it is a combination of the letters
“Door” � + “Sun(light)” � . This is a hieroglyphic illustration of sun
seeping through in-between the space of two doors. It describes a gap
between two structural parts, at the same time, the decaying of ele-
ments along the period of time given, addressing simultaneous negoti-
ation between time and space in a phenomenological world. 

48. Nitschke, “MA – The Japanese Sense of Place – Forum.” 

49. Bollnow, Shuttleworth, and Kohlmaier, Human Space. p.34

He argues with etymological reference of Raum[Room] in the chapter "Linguistic
reference." Original word for Raum stem from a word räumen, meaning, 

'to create a space, that is clearing in a wood, for the purpose of cultivation or
settlement.' (directly quoted from the reference, same page) 
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Fig.14: Korean vowel system
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A similar notion is also found in Hunminjeongeum,50 a document
describing an entirely new Korean script.51 Vowels of Korean alphabet
are made up of combinations of three elements, a dot, horizontal and
vertical lines. (Fig.14) It symbolizes sky, land, and human respectively.
These notions are in ancient writings described as circle, square and
triangle. The idea behind it was that in all creation, the human body
has to be accounted. 

50. Ŝ�ėă, "The Correct/Proper Sounds for the Instruction of the People." AD1446,
Choson dynasty, King Sejong created and published this document in order to de-
scribe spoken language of the country correctly. Prior to this, Korea borrowed
Chinese letters to write and document their language.

51. Naver, “Ŝ�ėă ßŏ¢.”
Please see appendix for partial copy of the original text. To visit website that docu-
ments entire text and digital copy of the image, please refer to Reference/
Bibliography.
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Death and the decaying of time and space

Modern Physics of space-time does not leave any foothold for the
notion of birth and death to emerge. Looking from a scientific point of
view, these are rather strange words to describe character of space-
time. Away from Ontological debate of whether time itself exists or
not, matters have scattered from A to B, marking a steady flow of time
regardless of our perception of it. It is an utterly homogeneous process
and therefore it is inconsiderate to our perspective.

Bound by the body of a molecular compound, life and death is a
mathematical 'constant' which characterizes our unique tempo-spatial
perceptions. Life and death is a marking of a gap within which one
dwells. Values are constantly judged against the blink of one's con-
stantly decaying existence. Without death, we cannot see the value of
life, and without life there can be neither decay nor death. 

How valuable is a bar of gold without knowing how long it would
last? Death and decay cannot be detached from any perception of
things. Our inquisition so subtle and quick, it is often left forgotten
and ignored. Yet without a notion of death and decay, first marking of
a start is meaningless, disappearing into an endless void. It is admit-
tedly and strictly our discrimination of space and time. 

You can only evaluate the items in a wholesome view of its lifetime.
You cannot measure its value without thinking of its potential disap-
pearance. The exile is constantly reminded of their own demise. The
exile in relation to one's life time is ever lasting, therefore of devastat-
ing magnitude.
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Conflict; Two sides of a coin and a coin itself

Epistemological dualities often fail to convey the centre. Left and right
for example presuppose a human, or observer, in a dominant position
of centre.52 With similar logic, early and late surmise supremacy of
on-time. 

These words, describing epistemological dualities, often leaves the
notion of the centre, the reference point. As Wonhyo said, language is
similar to the situation when one points at the Moon and talks about
their fingers instead.53 The importance lies in recognition of the onto-
logical perspectives when one faces conflicts.

52. Laan, Architectonic Space.

53. Wonhyo's teaching was mainly evolved around seeing Ontological view of the real-
ity. By doing so, one can see matters with undiscriminating opinions and thoughts.
Under this view, the enlightenment can be gained that many conflicts and dualities
in epistemic events are, after all, the same thing expressed in different ways.

Conflict; Two sides of a coin and a coin itself
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Fig.15: Burnt string, Empty of inherent nature
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Emptiness

In Mahāyāna Buddhist teachings, the idea of emptiness is that all
things, either persons or elements, that comprises the world are empty
of its inherent character. Therefore their reality is not inherently
existent at the core, but is caused by events that are dependent on each
other.54 That is, matters should not be seen as fixed entities, but as
temporal events that come and go with appropriate causality. As all
matter can be considered temporal, spatial events defined by matter
are also considered temporal.

Emptying out is used to plan buildings in traditional Asian plan-
ning of a building. In Korean tradition, the process of design starts
from the mental process of 'emptying out' the site. Surroundings first
'fill' the site, then only a selected small area of the site are to erect the
building. The similar notion can also be found in Christian theology,
Kenosis, Greek κένωσις. It is an act of 'emptying out' of one's will in
order to be entirely receptive to the divinity, God.55 In Buddhist theory,
practicing a pathway to an enlightenment is often compared to be a
state of burnt string. The shape exists yet inherently empty.  (Fig.15)

54. As Muller puts, compared to Nihilistic 'emptiness' that all are worthless and empty
of value, Buddhist thought of emptiness can be seen as emptiness of its limits of its
transformation.

Muller and Nguyen, Wonhyo’s Philosophy of Mind. p9

55. Casey, The Fate of Place.p.4
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Bridges, Deduction, Resonance

The urge to express oneself is manifested as variety of forms, such as
language, sound, behaviour, facial expressions and art. Bound by our
body, the combination of sensory perception and its influence to one
another is the only window that is open to us in order to illuminate the
world of our own. 

What is happening now can only be understood and interpreted
by what has happened56. The question beckons, “What then is our first
knowledge that gives birth to all that is coming?” We have not taught
to be crying when we are nostalgic, we have not taught to laugh when
we are shy. What is the underlying programming language set out
before our birth? We have lean to ignore the seemingly insignificant
events as we grow older, such as the feeling of wind brushing our
cheek. 

An image is partially created by communication between parties.
Then, an individual deduces the rest of picture, forming what is com-
patible to their past. Our understanding resides in symmetry between
one's mind and an image of another's mind.57 

56. See chapter 'Time-space, Time' p.17.

57. For example, During a student architectural presentation, the critic is nodding.
Sentences that the student is going to say have already formed within the critic’s
head. The presentation is just symmetry check between those sentences appearing
within their minds. When the matching of two mind breaks, the nodding stops. As
it is not compatible to the critic's world.
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Activated space

Activated space happens when a certain event takes place in a space,
that space then become transformed into a completely different state
then how it was before. What is this energy that can transform an
entire space? 

Karanga, a Maori traditional addressing ceremony, is performed
to visitors upon their arrival. During the ceremony, expressive high
tone voice of a celebrant dominates the open space, ātea. The space
fills itself up, elevates its spirit, leaving less gaps to be intervened.
Indonesian Ketjak dance, (Fig.16) also illustrates the sheer trans-
forming power of the event. 

Is the beating of a space58 responsible for the change of the atmos-
phere of a space? Each material possesses different innate speed of
time that they are born to express.59 Instead of attempting to under-
stand Spacetime as completely detached from our experiential point of
view, that is ontological, Aldo wanted to view under human perspec-
tive. Human, all too human as Nietzsche would put it. 

58. Please refer to p.25 for the definition of beating of a space.

59. Generally this coincides with the time that takes to create each material. Such as
rock takes longer time and grass takes much less time. Yet modern materials like
Concrete, as Chillida points out, somewhat defies time which densifies and
shortens the process of rock-making, accumulation, pressure, forming. 

Activated space
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Fig.16: The Ketjak Dance. Indonesian traditional dance. Performance 'marks'
therefore 'Activates' space.

Image curtesy of Fricke, Baraka.
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"I arrived at the conclusion that whatever space and time mean, place
and occasion mean more, for space in the image of man is place, and
time in the image of man is occasion. Split apart by the schizophrenic
mechanism of determinist thinking, time and space remain frozen ab-
stractions .... A house should therefore be a bunch of places - a city a
bunch of places no less." 60

Occasions,61 in essence, can be argued to have a relative foreign-
tempo, which is different from the rhythm of everyday life.62 Either
faster or slower, singing for example changes tempo of a space within
which it is contained. Space then gives way to the occasion and attenu-
ates its physical domination to overall scope of time-space of a place.
Oscillating with time, any given volume is never just a space, and
never just a time yet fluid negotiation of  both.63

60. Forty, Words and Buildings. p.16.

Remark by Aldo van Eyke.

61. The origin of the word, Occasions are following: late 14c., from Latin occasionem
(nom. occasio) "opportunity, appropriate time," from occasum, pp. of occidere "fall
down, go down," from ob "down, away" + cadere "to fall," from Proto-Indo-
European *kad- "to fall." 

62. usual |ˈjuːʒʊəl| adjective
habitually or typically occurring or done; customary: he carried out his usual 
evening routine | their room was a shambles as usual.

In this, usual means our everyday life. that is tempo of our breathing, amount of 
hours per day and its corresponding sunlight and its movement.

63. A room open towards the view of, say Niagara falls, which is in itself empowering
occasion, compared with a room next to a quiet farm land, the effect of a space con-
tributes to an overall feeling of a space is negligible in case of the room next to
Niagara falls. In this sense, the relationship between space and occasion is justifi-
ably negotiating.

Activated space
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Fig.17: Sense of Nostalgia
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Exile and Nostalgia

One day I received a phone call from a friend from Korea. It was about
a friend that taught me Photography. 

"Han, do you remember Jung-Tea?" 

"He passed away in the army a few days ago."

It will never be enough to describe the feeling in a form of words
but in short, I simply did not know what to do. It was as if I saw him
recently yet I cannot reach him anymore because he stands in a place
too far away. It was terrifying experience to feel such unimaginable
distance. The marking of the event was for me infinitely spatial yet
infinitesimally temporal.

This event brought out the question about the beginning of the
perception of a space. This event which ignites sheer force of spatial
perception, to borrow the words of Joan Didion, that "obliterates the
dailiness of life," have influenced my sense of space.64 Then, can we
find what could have been the first event that inaugurated this? Where
did the sense of gap start?

Bound by our own flesh and bones, feeling lonely and isolated we
devise communications or sometimes an entire language.65 Testi-

64. Didion, The Year of Magical Thinking. p27 

65. Unique occasion that exemplifies a birth of new language was recorded in Republic
of Nicaragua. Nicaraguan sign language spontaneously developed by deaf children
from western Nicaragua, without systematic aid from external source other then
those children. 
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monies from post-coma patients often describe the experience as an
exile within oneself. Traditionally in Korea, an exile is treated as the
same magnitude as a death sentence. Depending on the weight of a
crime, the distance to the exile location is determined. The most
severe exile is to a remote island, in complete isolation. Sentence were
generally torturously hopeful, "Lifetime, until further notice."66 With-
out knowing the end of this spatial 'discontinuation,' a process of exile
punishes the person both spatial and temporal dimensions through
transformation of one's state from freedom to a condition of
oppression.67 

66. An exile was generally sentenced to Scholars whose political stance is against the
current political party. Therefore, often if not always, an exile still serves King. In
documents like,%�)8(�®ÿ�/Go San Yu Go), records an exiled scholar give
bow to the direction where the King stays every day, praying for his welfare. 

67. Okusitino, “The Poetics of Exile.” p.137
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Fig.18: Nostalgia boat render here
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A birth itself can be read as a form of exile. It is a tempo-spatial
separation between a mother and a baby. Ontologically, it is a process
of ripping.68 Epistemologically, it is an act of crossing through a
threshold.69 For the same reason, death is one's symbolic return to the
unity and cleansing of one's individuality. Different cultures in varying
degree illustrate creation with its inevitable act of ripping.70 

What sets apart, therefore gives life to our human perception,
compared to ordinary matter, is the fact that existential 'ripping'
precedes a realization of One-ness,71 in addition to a realization that
the feeling of Nostalgia towards One-ness is in itself that of conflicting
nature which stands between self preservation and self obliteration.72

It is highly epistemic level as it involves unique human conditions yet
paramount to understand ourselves. 

68. Ta-Va Theory of reality explains, ta, va or time and space, are common medium for
all thing in single level of reality. Forms(fuho) and content(uho) of all things are
concrete manifestation of Ta(time) and Va(space). My reading here is to read a
birth as a first temporal mark(or ripping apart in this writing) of a space which de-
fines this individual as a separate entity which starting a journey towards a second
temporal mark then marks an end(death), therefore re-unification into un-defined
state, from individual to One-ness.

69. Idea from a personal conversation with Semisi. Potauaine. On a moment of birth, it
is similar to that of neutral being walking through soap bubble or a cloth. This es-
pecially resonate with the idea of legacy and family trace as well as Buddhist
thought of rebirth, Hinduism idea of Caste.

70. For partial text of selected myths and brief description, please refer to p.39. 

71. Which then give a sensation of infinite tempo-spatial separation, intense Nostalgic
sensation upon the realization of unity.

72. Self is preserved when it is possible to distinguish from another. That is also pre-
suppose the differences that individual contains. State of unity, Nirvana to borrow
a Buddhist term, is sense of complete unity. As good as it sounds, perfect unity can
only be happened exactly when the idea of self disappears. This is also explained in
p.37.
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Fig.19: ăÝ(ŧŦ) Yin-Yang
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It is a constant balancing act between self and self-less; individual
and unity; Protection and isolation; form and content;�(�,Void) and
�(�,Gap); Ta and Va; and Time and Space. (Fig.19)

A powerful play goes on, and you may contribute a verse.73

Amerindian perspectivism is a view of a world found in American
Indians that supposes spiritual unity and bodily diversity. Depending
on a type of clothing worn, it provides a unique perspective74 that one
see the world through.75 Hence, each 'form' of variable bodily appear-
ance, though it exhibits unique character, is not considered fixed but
changeable and removable clothing. It is strictly different compare to a
Western notion of Multi-culturalism, that is, soul is only for us human
being and culture is what defines difference between souls.76 

73. Weir, Dead Poets Society. 26:38.
Quote from the movie when Mr.Keating gather around students and expound a 
reason for Poetry. 

74. This is similar notion explained at p.25 'human tempo'

75. de Castro, “Cosmological Deixis and Amerindian Perspectivism.” p.470

In Perspectivism, hierarchical relationship of spirit/god, predator and prey is given
depending on one's body. 

Typically, humans see humans as humans, animals as animals and spirits as
spirits; however, animals(predators), and spirits see human as animals (as prey).
By the same notion, animals (prey) see themselves as humans and humans as
spirits. Also with this notion, jaguars see blood as manioc beer, vultures see the
maggots in rotting meat as grilled fish. (Italics are the direct quote from the
reference) 

76. de Castro, “Cosmological Deixis and Amerindian Perspectivism.” p.475
There is very interesting anecdote about this;

In the Greater Antilles, some years after the discovery of America, whilst the 
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Under this highly transferable nature of Amerindian Ontology,
understanding of what so far uniquely defined our existential anxious
stem from a conflict between Nostalgia and self-preservation calls for
its transcendence.77 Is Gravity nostalgia between matters? 78

A room appears and disappears from unity of open space. That is
both Physical and Psychological space. Upon its birth, the room is
utterly private.79 A room converses with means of openings, too little
opening means an isolation, yet too much of it will annihilate its
identity. 

Nirvana and nostalgia tend to share the same state of experience.
Nirvana is the only true reliever of pain and suffering. A birth for-
malises an individual and death vanishes one into ultimate unity. In
this sense, Nirvana, nostalgia and death share the same notion.

Spanish were dispatching inquisitional commissions to investigate whether the 
natives had a soul or not, these very natives were busy drowning the white people
they had captured in order to find out, after lengthy observation, whether or not 
the corpses were subject to putrefaction(1973:384).

77. For Amerindian Ontology suggests valuable opportunity for us to apply what is ar-
guably categorized as epistemic quality of human condition in western view, I will
attempt to expand freely and explore its possibilities of its notion with an assump-
tion that all matters has soul.

78. Personal statement

79. Kahn, Louis Kahn: Essential Texts.; Laan, Architectonic Space.
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Part 3: You and I
Beating of Architectonic Time
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Fig.20: Polynesian Voyaging Canoe
Image curtesy of Hokulea
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Fig.21: Commercial Bay. View along Fort Street. 1859
Image curtesy of Salmon Reed Architects
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Location

"Memories of what was before buried and forgotten into the abyss.
Great hope and joy that dominated an era gradually faded." 80

Auckland's land reclamations were undertaken between 19th to early
20th century to accomodate the ever growing population of the settle-
ment. The Shoreline of Auckland today is quite different to what was
sighted by early settlers of the area. 

The water was, and still is the highway connecting lands to the
north and the Hauraki archipelagoes. The Harbour bridge now
obscures this transaction yet the edge of water still stands to represent
Auckland in its national and global trades.

The site is located in the centre of the Auckland central business
district (CBD). Prior to Auckland harbour's gradual land reclamation,
the site was part of what was previously called Commercial Bay.81 In
1850, Fore street was formed,82 which was the first move towards
upcoming land reclamation of Auckland for the period between 1872
to 1886. Point Britomart was heavily excavated to enable a rail connec-
tion outside of Auckland. The excavated earth then transported and
filled the sites that were to be reclaimed, including Commercial Bay.

80. Personal statement.

81. Auckland Council, “Auckland City Heritage Walks: Auckland’s Original Shoreline.”

82. Fore street is todays Fort street.
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Fig.22: Auckland Current view
Image curtesy of Google.
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Prior to the arrival of the colonists in the 1840s, the indigenous
Maori's were the guardians of the land. The Maori name for the Auck-
land isthmus was Tamaki makau rau, 'The bride sought by a hundred
suitors.' Many fought numerous battles for supremacy over this land
of prosperity.83 The land was filled with energy, ambitions and hopes
for people of the land walking towards the future, whilst marking
themselves on a path of many pasts.84 

The hapu guardian of the land is a taniwha85 that resides in a
stream which is now buried beneath the earth from where their hope
once thrived. The memories of what was before, now forgotten in the
abyss under acres of concrete fields.

83. Salmon Reed Architects, “Auckland Waterfront Heritage Study.” p.3

The Auckland regions contains many Maori settlement sites including
Maungakiekie (One tree Hill) which housed over 3,000 people according to the
report. (p3 of the document)

84. Please refer to chapter Time-space, Time. (p.18) World view as 'arrayed next to
each other.' 'Many pasts' refers to the memories of people. 

In contrast, the Polynesian language and interpretations sees the past as being in
'front' and the future of that being 'behind' in reference to the body, mind and
society. Herein, we continuously walk backwards into the future with our bearings
only in the past (memories), where both a constantly mediated (deduction) in the
present. (Potauaine et al., Tatau.)

85. Maori Mythology, taniwha are the beings that reside in rivers, on the ocean floor
and often dangerous areas guarding the land. The Indigenous Polynesian concepts
of 'taniwha' are seen to have been continued by the 'Resource Management Act'.
The notion of 'guarding the ecosystem' and mediating human impacts on the envir-
onment are of the same notion. The ecosystem was manifested as a taniwha as a
mean of controlling human impact through spiritual awareness and refrain. Now
Councils by Resource Management Act have the same dealings. (Personal Conver-
sation Semisi Potauaine. 14th February, 2015.)
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Fig.23: Site Plan
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Returning back to the present-time, the site is currently a com-
mercial carpark. Situated in the heart of the CBD, it is in its nature a
gateway to the city. The mode of transport changes from vehicle move-
ment, with a mere view through a framed window, to the bodily expe-
rience of walking. Uncelebrated as it is, it is a place of arrival. This
location is also used by people as a bridge between blocks that are
naturally separated by a small drop, a reminder of the land
reclamation.

This carpark area is not just defined by the two structures barri-
cading the East-West boundary and the two roads that flank it from
the North and the South, but also by trails of the pedestrians in search
of routes to cross the city block.

The site is yearning for something to happen. Its life force needs
to be re-kindled.

Location
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Fig.24: The sail of a Polynesian voyaging canoe
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Concepts

It is my personal hope that the taniwha is uncovered from its burial
site. The powerful energy that filled the site in the past is to be
restored to be present in our time. The design is not a glorification or
in no way a reconstruction of what was before. Its goal is to carefully
and artistically unearth the history accumulated through its time thus
revealing its unique nature, which empowered and inspired the people
of the land in the past. With this premise in mind, the design practice
was carried out not to add to the existing site but to reveal and accen-
tuate what had been buried by people and time.

Where the site is today, there used to be sea. The shoreline acted
as a connector to many places, saw people coming and going and
inspired many more tall tales. It is now an empty in-between space
defined by two tall buildings and two roads, yet its nostalgic spacious-
ness betrays its current status for the emanating contrast between all-
there-were-then and all-there-are-not-now growing greater with
time.86 It is currently and ironically in a state of utter unity, a state of
Nirvana. Nothing is there, yet at the same time everything is present
and intermingling.87 The site has to be awoken from its burial.

86. See chapter: Exile and Nostalgia p.54

87. Please also refer to p.37. "Buddha as an ideal man and a perfect being." That also
connotes self-less, unintelligible, and lifeless. 
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Fig.25: Tearing apart. In-between space
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The site was filled with a unique nature of the place and human
life which are both embellishing and imperfect. Its history is in itself a
manifestation of an overflowing life force exhibited in its day. To
celebrate and express them and at the same time reflecting both now
and then simultaneously, beating and lashing of multifaceted memo-
ries that spread over now and then were necessary to be introduced.
As we all are beings that walk backwards to the future with our eyes
facing the past.88 

"The first few days I was afraid. But I've been through this all before.
I've sailed the sea for many nights and I've survived many storms. So I
put aside my fears and I was happy to be at sea again." 89

Satawalese path finder, Mau Piailug, went on a historic journey
from Hawaii to Tahiti in 1976 to prove a massive Pacific/Micronesian
migration using voyaging canoe and their non-instrumental traditio-
nal navigation skills. On departure he expressed his anxiousness to the
unknown, but soon after he finds comfort within the teachings of his
father and his forefathers.90

The seashore was entangled with rich emotions. Similar to Mau's
experience, as one departs, one's soul faces home immediately, and

88. Potauaine et al., Tatau. p.16

Expression borrowed from Tongan notion.

89. maupiailugsociety, THE NAVIGATORS Pathfinders Of The Pacific.mpg. 40:46.

Monologue by Mau Piailug, Micronesian navigator from Satawal, about his first
journey from Hawaii to Tahiti only with his non-instrumental traditional way
finding.

90. Ibid., 40:46.
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one's sense of nostalgia elevates. Residing in both places at the same
time, their present is always divided.91 Maybe, this is why voyaging
canoes tend to have two sails, dedicating each sail to their segmented
present and the canoe as a vessel that gravitates them together. 

Similarly, as a place for the departed, the shoreline offers arrival.
Hope and wonder emerged within the mind of the travelers, when
seeing a land of the unknown, and fear and excitement emerged within
the mind of first settlers of the land when seeing a big gallion for the
first time. 

The act of tearing apart prevails as a notion in many cultural
creation myths,92 It creates an embellishment from a state of Nirvana,
and lashes multi-dimensional emotions and relationships with its
memory of unity. In the Maori creation mythology, Tane, the forest
God, pushed apart his parent's ultimate union to create a gap for
creation to take place. This idea introduces an immediate creation of a
complex and rich relationships in a scene, whilst simultaneously
addressing both life force created in-between space which signifies the
defining gap or 'beating of unity,' and the separation of what was
firmly united and their nostalgic sense in the state of an exile.

91. Dōgen, The Heart of Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō. p.50.

Dogen's notion of present time. In present time, when one think of a past, it
swallows a present therefore divides into segments of now and then.

Please also refer to p.29 of Chapter 'Form, time and space.' 

92. For reference please refer to p.39
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Design

Programme

In order to express and reveal its special character, a stereotypical
architectural solution could not be justified. The design approaches of
the Eastern Asian traditional architectural discourses primarily views
its starting point as an act of emptying out. Its intense focus lies on
relationships of elements introduced into this state of emptiness. 

The Japanese Zen garden is superficially an imitation of nature
that exhibits an intense play between objects and their relationships.
The tension between two static boulders on a gravel field is immense
yet its fluidity is unparalleled. The urban garden, for its fluid multi-
dimensional nature and its potential to express pure nostalgia,
appears to be the most appropriate response since the site's horizontal
plane is utterly vacant yet entirely filled. Emptiness fills and accentu-
ates these urban spaces with resonance of the cities everyday chores.
Footsteps, tyre screeching and sirens now drown the history of this
shoreline that has been constantly cascaded by tides, seagulls and
paddling oars.
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Fig.26: Aerial of the site
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Site Analysis

Walking along Courthouse Lane from Albert park and turning into
O'Connell Street, the viewer is introduced to an open view shaft that
pierce through the site. The view continues towards the narrow sea,
via Commerce street and ultimately looking towards Stanley Bay
peninsula.

The height of the natural drop varies between two to five meters,
which is reminder of Auckland's land reclamation on the Shortland
street side. The original shoreline prior to the reclamation is located
alongside Fort street.

It is currently used as public carpark which induces no significant
limitations for the future proposal. Notably, the site was used to pro-
vide a direct pedestrian crossing between Shortland street and Fort
street, which, unfortunately, is addressed in a very limited manner.

Addressing and maintaining the existing view shaft is of great
importance as it provides key emotions of being on a shoreline. In
between the concrete towers of the city, a little glimpse of the ocean is
the moment to be treasured and encapsulates the equivalent joys of
finding a new land.
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Fig.27: Coupled canoe building
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Formalisation

Our past dictates our perceptions93 and deductions which influences
our experience of what lies in front of our eyes.94 The individual's
tempo and gap95, as well as their unique array of world views suggests
that even the simple matter of understanding an English sentence
cannot be measured objectively. This leads the design to be abstract
evoking a set of underpinning ideas, inviting various interpretations to
be emerged by observers.96

The form of the building signifies several items. A partial hull of a
boat, a sail of a Pacific voyaging canoe, and a part of a Polynesian Fale
or a boat house. Its multidimensional aspect allows for the resem-
blance to emerge between ideas yet at the same time does not follow
any particular form or order. 

The effort for deliberate ambiguity in formalisation of the design
allows not only diversity of interpretation but also for opportunities to
introduce multicultural translations which is and will be desirable for
such a diverse ethnographic population that the city of Auckland
houses. 

93. See chapter, 'Time-space, time.' p.23 for the notion of accumulated time, tempo,
and chapter, 'In-between.' p.39 for the notion of accumulated sense of space, gap.

94. "Imagined space." p.15

95. Ibid., p.23, p.39.

96. "For a client that likes roses, one should not design a house about roses. It should
be about 'why' they like roses." Personal statement.
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Fig.28: Image of top of the building moving around and its form changing
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Fragmentation

Our understanding of geometry heavily relies on deductions.97 A
careful fragmentation of forms challenges the predictability that our
thought desires. It disturbs routineness of a deducted form created
within one's mind.98 As the form is viewed from different angles, it is
constantly re-activated, the observer is constantly awoken. This accen-
tuates the ephemeral nature of space in both object and desire, Build-
ing and man.  (Fig.28)

Placement

A sail remain in a vertical realm manifesting its fondness of the wind.
A canoe inhabits a horizontal realm, a realm of the ocean. Adventurers
sailed away into a divided present, their home and the land of
unknown. The people at home waited in a divided present, their home
and the canoe that their loved one travel in. There was a seashore
then, where there is none today. Therefore, there ought to be two
buildings of these fragmented forms.

An arrangement of these two major elements is in its nature
nostalgic. It is of two bodies, yet unified in its soul, placed just apart,
visible to each other yet never in reach. Its vertical placement evokes
an image of canoe sails, at the same time the materiality of two 'sails'
speak of a canoe hull cutting through waves and currents.

97. See chapter 'Bridges, Deduction, Resonance' p.48.

98. See chapter 'Exile and Nostalgia' p.54.
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Fig.29: Compositions of tempo drawing, Stable (left), Unstable (Right)
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Materiality

Materiality with an understanding of tempo and architectonic time99

also provides a unique opportunity to orchestrate a variety of its
innate tempo. Architectural design can be seen as a pure interplay
between arrangements of different time/tempo of material and its
relationship with deductions that people relate to them.

Similar to Goethe's remark,100 the abstract temporal nature of the
material underlies overall feelings of a scene. For example, looking at
fig. 29's, unremitting tempo of denser dots sets underlying beats
where other much lighter dots contribute much less, thus generating a
stable composition. Conversely, when an order of an arrangement is
flipped, or arranged differently, the stability recedes and tensions arise
providing a much more active atmosphere in a very abstract yet under-
lying manner.

99. See chapter 'Time-space, Time' p.17.

100. “Music is liquid architecture; Architecture is frozen music.” 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.

It is his famous remark on the similarity between Architecture and Music.
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Fig.30: Timber louvre construction sketch
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Timber shade

A material cannot be viewed without interpretations accumulated by
each individuals' unique past. The usage of the materials challenges
general deductions and expectations of individuals. 

Timber was chosen for the louvres of the canoe building as this
material will create active conflicts with its form. The vertical place-
ment of the form is in tensional relationship with the material that it
contains. In here, a canoe hull is a sail and a sail is a canoe hull, con-
stantly conflicting and harmonising. 

Construction, the panels have been modulated to be 600mm x
1200mm. Its modulation minimises the material wastage of the
standard sheet size, 1220mm x 2440mm. The main structure of the
louvre is vertical Glulam continuous from the bottom level to the top
level. Arched horizontal ribs, which are fixed onto the vertical Glulam
members, provide platforms for louvres. Modulated louvres are then
inserted and fixed with hinges, allowing certain adjustments according
to the intended use.  (Fig.30)

The louvre's varying angles of installation, which changes its look
throughout the day depending on the sun angle of that particular time
of the day, is a tribute to the importance given to directions of wind on
voyaging canoe and Maori cloaks in the past. (Fig.31) The decorative
vertical Glulam extends passed the timber louvres fragmenting and
accentuating the deliberate ambiguity of its overall form.  
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Fig.31: Maori cloak of Hone Heke
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Living Wall

The living wall as a proven concept has existed for a long time in small
applications in many architectural designs. It is inspired by natural
environment found in mountains and cliffs. However, living wall's
major architectural implementation is arguably coined by Patrick
Blanc, French botanist and his body of works. One of the major work
is CaixaForum Madrid, Museum designed by Herzog & de Meuron,
located in Paseo del Prado, Madrid, Spain.101 Blanc's system is called
Le Mur Végétal.

Living wall's special character, unlike other architectonic material
which is conservative and self-preserving in its nature, is to be simply
present, and be dissolved therefore constantly coming to alive. Its
quality of constant movement in contrast with the static canoe hull is
of an image of a canoe on the ocean proudly cutting through the
waves. Deciduous plants are selected which change their appearance
throughout different seasons. It attracts different emotions and inter-
actions attached to an individual's past. 

A modular planting bed is fixed to a structural concrete shear wall
on metal battens that support the fixing. An irrigation system for each
planting bed is also modularised for ease of installation. Rain water
collected on the rooftop of the building is intended to be fed into
irrigation system. As the city's density increases, it squeezes life out of
the green spaces. Parks are constricted by city infrastructure and
buildings. A garden derived from Zen concepts is offered here in a
vertical arrangement. Its soothes the hard paved ground that now
dominates what was once a sandy estuary below.

101. “CaixaForum Madrid.” Please refer to Appendix image of the building.
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Fig.32: Tetrapod Alpha channel Memory of sea (modern)
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Tetrapods

Memories accumulate and form an idea of things, as we eat many
apples, a collection of sensation gathers and forms an overall idea of
an 'apple.'102 To evoke a sensation of the seashore, one of the items that
constructs a collective idea of seashore needs to be employed.

Tetrapods are used to break up the force of waves to protect
wharves. It is undoubtably an item that builds an immediate linkage
with an idea of an ocean side. Alienated as it may seen in the current
design proposal on dry land, its state of an apparent exile is in itself
nostalgic, calling for an image of ocean waves restlessly hitting them.

The tetrapods provokes the memories of what has changed and is
likely to return in the context of human kinds and their history. The
tetrapods, in its nature, are a symbol and a reminder of our attempts
to "buy" time.

102. Gaarder, Sophie’s world. p.263.

Idea of tempo and gap is similar to that of Locke's understanding of idea being the
accumulated sense of an experience. That an idea is only an group of sensation
received and accumulated by a person.
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Fig.33: View from lower Shortland st
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Gravel

Arriving at a seashore, taking off both of my shoes, I felt slight uneven-
ness under my feet. As I start walking, footsteps start following me.103

White gravels are selected for the ground level landfill as contrast to
its surroundings. From Shortland street and Fort street, a typical
concrete or asphalt ground covers, however as soon as one steps onto
the ground, uneven deep gravel fill introduces slight balance change,
providing a unique breakage between the ordinary city walk to that of
a seashore walk. Needing to adjust the speed of walking and their
balancing, the current tempo of mind changes and therefore other
thoughts arises.

The mark of the day remained on the gravel along with people's
trail of their common preference. The unevenness of ground is a
collective beating of what once was a shore beaten by unending waves. 

The acoustics of the gravel reveals one's presence amongst the
dominating architectural elements of the immediate surrounding
landscape.

103. Personal journal entry.
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Fig.34: Fort st side Cafe
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Entrance

Approaching from the O'Connell street, there are three different
entrances to the building. The main entrance is located in the middle
of the site facing Shortland street providing a direct connection to the
lower ground level, which is the way pedestrians primarily use the site
at present. On the lower Shortland street side, two entrances are
provided. The left side is an accessible ramp and the right side is an
accessible elevator. The upper side of Shortland street entrance has a
small cafe where people can pass through via a corridor to use either
the staircase or elevator located behind the canoe structure.

Cafes

On the Fort street end of each boundary, the building contains a cafe
and a restaurant. Its main entrance and sitting area is open towards
the middle plaza. These two location face towards each other always
maintaining their relationship and nostalgic notion of a far away land.
During the night time, it becomes a marker referencing a gap between
them.
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Fig.35: Stair circulation shaft and its sketch
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Circulation

The main circulation of the building is designed to evoke a sense of
nostalgia. Two circulation towers located away from each other for the
width of canoe building in the middle of the boundary building. They
act as a critical bracing element between structural panels of green
wall and boundary wall. At the same time, they are structural anchors
for the canoe's cantilevering structure as well as providing elevator
shafts for the circulation. 

In between two towers, double stair well is located for both maxi-
mum circulation path within given area and as a nostalgic device for
users. The special character of double staircase allows no crossing
between two staircases yet users walk by each other constantly.
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Fig.36: View from upper Shortland street. Early summer morning
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Fig.37: View from the commerce street
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Fig.38: Night shot (on separate sheet)
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Part 4: Conclusion
Architectonic Time: Issues & Implications
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Introduction

This study is an attempt to decipher special characters of tempo-
spatial perceptions. Theoretical and experiential issues and problems
connected with the thesis are duly examined and critically discussed. 

The issues and problems are connected with the homogeneity of
ontological space-time and its epistemic counter part.104 The title of
the thesis: 'State of Nirvana: A tempo-spatial condition,' specifically
frames these issues and problems and attempts to critically review the
current interpretations. The body of discussion draws elements from
both existing theories within the field of science, art and philosophy
and anthropological guidances that are related to the topic of the
thesis. 

In conclusion, I would like to reflect on the implications raised
from the discussions relating to time and space, tempo and gap, Nir-
vana and exile. It is clear, to me, that the liveliness of a work of art
resides on a threshold of our self-definition.

104. Bollnow, Shuttleworth, and Kohlmaier, Human Space. p18.
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Architectonic Time

A comparison between ontological spacetime and the human con-
structs of its counterpart reveals several interpretations on how we
have developed and perceived this abstract topic.

By reflecting on Wonhyo's theory, when we perceive the reality
the formal-substantial quality of spacetime is always in conversation
with our mind, subconsciously, the concrete nature of the reality is
viewed in our mind through the expectations predetermined by us
(Imagined Space). 

Through the expectations and limitations of an individual's per-
ception, the reality is illuminated accordingly and unique interpreta-
tions of reality are layered on top of one another. It collectively forms
our general understanding of reality as well as creating differences and
isolations between individuals (Bridges, Deduction, Resonance). Time,
especially present-time, is also a subject of an individual's illumina-
tion. A present can be divided and intersected by past memories
according to the activity of the human mind (Time-space, Time).

The general notion of time is also a subject of interpretation. The
experiential sensation of time is accumulated through experiences of
an individual rather then readily-defined and given entity (Time,
Tempo). Repetitive events which help formulating an individual's
sense of time also affects their spatial perception. A gap, defined by
markings of time, is a primordial notion of space which is often linked
to creation mythology of many different cultural backgrounds (In-
between, gap). Markings of time are manifested in various way within
the space. All forms are temporal in their essence, empty of an innate
nature and therefore highly transformable. (Reconstituted space,
Embellishment, Emptiness)
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Exile and Nostalgia

In a tempo-spatial context, a birth can be compared to exile. A birth, a
distinctive human condition, is arguably the first tempo-spatial
demarcation that is experienced by individuals. A birth formalises an
individual and death vanishes one into ultimate unity. In this sense,
Nirvana, nostalgia and death share the same notion (Exile and
Nostalgia). 

To create, to express and to live, is to constantly be in a state of
apparent exile. The design proposition is a formal practice of such a
state. 

A canoe without water, a sail without wind, Tetrapods without
shore, gravel without water, these fragmentations of ideas collectively
form a reflection of a state of an exile within the faculty of our mind.
The site buried within its rich history is now embellished and has
come to its being from a state of Nirvana, a state of death. 

Exile and Nostalgia
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Reflections

This thesis design and research have widened my perspectives of
seeing the world. A great level of enlightenment has been achieved by
staying true to the topic of the investigation. 

The topic of time and space has lead me into various indigenous
cultural perceptions and interpretations of their unique world view.
They have taught me the value of anthropological studies which pro-
vides me with an immense ground for further research to be under-
taken. After all, it is a study of us, human beings. 

The topic of such vastness will require several lifetimes of acade-
mic work. As an individual, It is my hope that these records of my
sincere and honest interpretations of the topic: 'Nirvana: a tempo-
spatial condition' may be a contribution to a collective effort in order
to achieve a deeper sense of enlightenment.
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Glossary

anātman (no-self)

Buddhist term of a state of no-self. One 
step forward enlightenment which is 
perfect being, Buddha.

Architectonic Time

See Time

Arrow of Time

Traditional sense of time, coined by Dr. 
Greene and Stephen Hawking. It 
indicates general perception of time flow,
which flows from past, present to future. 

Architectural Nihilism

Everything is relative therefore nothing 
can be measured. 

Deduction

See Time-space.

Gap

An accumulated sense of space by an 
individual. It is epistemic notion of 
space. It is inseparable to a notion of 
tempo.

Nirvana

from Sanskrit nirvāṇa, from nirvā ‘be 
extinguished’, from nis ‘out’ + vā- ‘to 
blow’. In Buddhist term, Nirvana is place
of enlightenment. Individual is finally set
free from their dharma(phenomenon) of 
everyday life.

This is also a state of no definition, a 
state of nothingness. One can see from 
the statues of  Buddha, the enlightened 
one, and their singular appearance. 

pratītya-samutpāda 

(dependent arising)

Spacetime

the concepts of time and three-
dimensional space regarded as fused in a
four-dimensional continuum. the 
curvature of space-time. [ as modifier ] : 
the space-time continuum.

Time

Term indicating both Ontological and 
Epistemological time.

Time-space

Experienced space and experienced time,
and its profound dimension of time and 
space which are connected. Architectonic
time, experiential time. 
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Architectonic time

That is phenomenological/experiential 
time through which one experiences/
understands reality.

Epistemological time

See tempo.

Ontological time

A notion of time without human 
discrimination or opinion. Scientific view

on time, in its own definition strive to 
find the characteristics of Ontological 
time.

Tempo

Experiential/Epistemological time. 
Tempo is accumulated sense of one's 
time. By one's repetitive nature of 
experience, one gathers and forms their 
sense of time. See Time, Tempo for 
further discussion
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İĤó¢ŅĆ ¢�

Original Korean text
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īĤŊ� / ČÆĆf 2	\ ĆvĂ L�ó, º�óĆe Ĩ� / .u
{.�E� Ŋ	\ ¢�u ġĹĆC / ėýĵĈ(� � 1 � )æ
ķÐ(�Ð) X�ùĂ ÉĀ� / ýĵĈ(��1� )æ ġĆ îŘ(,
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-)Āp «ĳ ðe�xC / �ġp îŘæ  3e Ŋè ³p č�Ŋ�

Ĉ9 śæ Ò] ŔĘu 2Ò .Ć Ĉ�Ć UC / Þ�ó(!� )æ �³
Ò�ó((� )Ć Þ`C% �ĀC / îŘĆ İğóĆE �k� ÞĪ
ŊŊè�£íx% /ķÐX�ùĂÉÞ³ġĆîŘæ«Ķ	\ /Ć
¢�u �Ĥ� ðe�e ŊC / ėýĵĈæ ķÐu ÉåNC /
ýĵĈæ ġĆ îŘæ «ĶC / îŘæ ðe�³ Ò�óĂ {.C /
Ćv ·�Ă �� 7 ĆvĆ �äĆ� / Þ�óā =�� ¢��
�äĆ4 / Ćvā L�ó º�óĆ� Þ�óā �æóĆ� / ¢�@
è!ċÄCE /3Þ ĆCÚÒ]Ć¥�ŊE /5ŠŔĘ�ć�ą
"ŝŗ¡(/95�)� /Ĥî(�6)Ć¿ÿĒF(4=�)ĂīĤŊè
.Ò�e Ŋ� / ā(& )LÛæ (Ă YĂ ÉÞ³ / (Ć ď Ē·Ŋ@
gā ć�Ă īĤŊ� / (Ć ď UĤ ÒCŋ gā ĤîĂ īĤŊe

āLÛæ (Ă ÉĀC / º�ó īĤ@ (Ć ď ÒCU� / L�ó
īĤ@ (Ć ďUÞ / 5ą īĤLp .Ò�e ŊC / ć�æ .íU
º�óĆ �ÉŊ!u / Č!� ć� īĤŊ� ŔĆ Ĥî īĤŊ U�
/ ¿�ĒČu �n(�n)Ă ğÞ³ ŐÈĂ �tĶĤy@ / øx Ŕā
�Ŋxe²�Ŋ� /ñ³ŔDĐĆ.đÅEŊ�=ûČ@ĲŊ� /
Ŕą (ā Č! Ùæ <� / Č! (ā Ŕą Ùæ <� ŔĂ &û Ŋ@
}Ć / Þb Ĉp ŔD (Ć ÿĂ�(Å]�) . (Ć ·ŊC / �Â
ĈĊC% ŊC ŔĆ Ć )u ×Ò �� / 7� �l ĨĂ Ŋ� Ò�óĆ
×� ĠĀxe ŊC / º�óĆ ŔD' ĞŊ� / ñ³ ŔD ìÀĆ.
�ĄÅE ŊÛ / �xŊe ŊC T�1 Ċā �(ô) / �ùĆ ]ÞP
cÞĤĤ ÒCŎC% / »Ć ÒC �xC ÒC cÞĥE / �k�
¿xM»P�mP /�cÞĤĤÒCŎC% /dT®æ�Æāď
ÒCU� / � Òi � �Æā ďWC% �ĀC / þą ş� �Ć
ÒiæŞkíC /Òi@ďVE�k�þ@ÒCU� /ÒiďU@
� �Â %HĊC� / LJĂ �Ŋè³ 5ŋĻ ę:e ŊC /
ÒÅ(Òø)� }Ŋ!u ŔDā ÒC UÞP / ÒÅ� ďUÞÛ ĝĤ
ÖÄC% ŊC / �k� 7� ć�Ă īĤŊ!@ Ŋe / .@ Ĥî
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īĤŊ�:e /7�{Üæď�Ŋ�ē�ãĀxeŊ� /(Ă�*Þ
ğÞ³ ÒÅ@ ć� īĤŊ� / Ŕā ĤîĂ īĤŊêÄCE

ÒÅ@ ć� īĤŊÛ ¿�ĒČu ¦kE� / 7� ć�ą
łÓ�Pŋ ĨĂ |Ć ŊC / ÷³Ō ¿ ãE Ŋè Ø�^ �ĺ�. /
Z�^ čĤ�. ĭĤĕĤŋ éśæ / ¬ò �!u ªÞ³ Œņ �gæ
0xC / �Ć Ŀx ¨L �EkUÞ 0Ò�� / Ŀ��Ç($�0� )
Åĸ śæ ć�ą �wĂ �tĶ� / ¡(� )� q(; )Ă yoŊè
´Ó(" )Ă ��Ŋ� / ć� īĤŊñ7E.
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Arirang

Arirang is Korean folk song, often treated as unofficial anthem of
Korea. There are many versions of the song Arirang. It is an expres-
sion of one's extreme sadness sending their loved one away.

Òxh,Òxh, Òexõ... Arirang, Arirang, Arariyo...

Òxh��p 6Þ�E. Crossing over Arirang Pass.

.u �x� �Å@ Dā Dear who abandoned me [here]

ÊxP ��³ ��/E. Shall not walk even ten li before 
his/her feet hurt.

ıİŊAç Ď�P |� Just as there are many stars in the 
clear sky,

øx7 �Ãç Š�P |E There are also many dreams in our
heart.

Ĕ! Ĕ ®Ć �X®ĆeĤ There, over there that mountain is 
Baekdu Mountain,

TĤ µGæP ({ ňE Where, even in the middle of 
winter days, flowers bloom.

Arirang
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Contact Manuscript105

ELLIE

"Can we hear all the way to the China?"

"On a really really clear day."

(chuckles)

"Could we talk to the Moon?"

"Well,.. that's big enough radio, I don't see why not."

"Could we talk to Jupiter?.. Or..
What's the one after that.. ah.. don't tell me"

"I'll give you a hint. holos."

"Saturn!, Could we talk to Saturn?"

"Uhmmhmm."

(long pause)

"Dad, .. could we talk to mom?"

"I don't think even the biggest radio could reach that far.."

105. Zemeckis, Contact. 5:08 - 5:50.
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Tenets of Ta-Va theory of reality

◦ that ontologically ta and va are the common medium in which all
things are, in a single level of reality;

◦ that epistemologically ta and va are Socially arranged in different
ways across cultures;

◦ that all things, in nature, mind, and society, stand in eternal
relations of exchange, giving rise to conflict or order;

◦ that conflict and order are of the same logical status in that order
is in itself an expression of conflict;

◦ that ta and va are the abstract dimensions of Juo (form) and uho
(content), which are, in turn, the concrete dimensions of ta and
va; and

◦ that ta and va, like fuo and uho, are indivisible in both mind as in
reality (cf. Adam 1990; Anderson 1962, 2007; Harvey 1990, 2000;
Mitchell 2004).

Tenets of Ta-Va theory of reality
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Drinking Water from a Skull106

Wonhyo made a second attempt to study in the Tang in the year he
turned 44(661 A.D.), again in the company of Master Uisang. In order
to cross the sea to Tang China, they traveled westward. By the time
they reached the harbor of the Tanghang castle, darkness had already
fallen. Met with strong winds and heavy rain, they were forced to
spend the night in an underground shelter. When they awoke the next
morning, they realised they had in fact spent the night in a burial
chamber. The heavy rain continued, and they were compelled to spend
a second night there. During that night, Wonhyo was unable to sleep,
kept awake by terrifying sounds and visions of ghosts. This occasion
served as an opportunity for a great awakening in the young master.

On the previous night, his mind had been at ease because he
thought he was sleeping inside a harmless shelter. On the second
night, however, because he knew he was sleeping inside a place of
death and burial, he felt very uncomfortable. From this experience, he
realised, “When a thought arises, all dharmas (phenomena) arise, and
when a thought disappears, the shelter and the tomb are as one”.

106. Jeong et al., Master Wonhyo. p. 20. Direct quote from the book.
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Additional Artworks

Additional Artworks
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West Elevation of Eastern block
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North Elevation (Fort st side)
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South Elevation  (Shortland st side)
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East Elevation of  Western block
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View from the inside of canoe building
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Timber louvre and its shadow.
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Detail of the figure. 36 View from top Shortland street.
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Detail of the figure. 36 View from top Shortland street.
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Detail of the figure. 38 View of the apartments
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Detail of the figure. 38 View of the living wall
The lighting effect is installed in a way that canoe building is floating over the

sea of greens.
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Detail of the figure. 38 Eastern block cafe.
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Detail of the figure. 38 Western block restaurant.
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